
Setting goals is one thing; 85% of people already have their sights set on doing everything from saving more for retirement to

paying off student loans. No matter your income level, money is still finite, which means you have to choose how and when to use it,

and for what. You often have to juggle priorities that sometimes work together, such as saving and/or investing for retirement. But

other times goals can seem to conflict — like deciding between paying off debt or saving for an emergency fund.

Setting money goals is more than just a list of things that you want to achieve. Your financial goals should be very specific,

measurable, attainable, realistic, and with a time limit. This is what you would call a SMART goal. Picking one to three goals to focus

on this year is a good launching point for your 2021 priorities:

Make sure you have an emergency fund. (How to decide the right amount.)

Have a plan to pay off debt with interest rates over 10%. (Here’s where we got that number.)

Bump up retirement contributions.

Start investing for short- and long-term goals.

WHAT ARE YOUR FINANCIAL GOALS?
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The housing market is booming, fuelled by an extremely low interest rate environment and fiscal stimulus. Unemployment

has recovered from its pandemic peak and consumers are confident. The rollout of the COVID-19 vaccine will bolster

consumer confidence in the months ahead

The federal government has announced a range of support measures targeting industries that continue to be hit by

coronavirus restrictions that will last beyond the wind-up of the JobKeeper scheme. Other new measures in the support

package include new international aviation support to help international passenger airlines maintain more than 8,000  jobs.

New data from Australia’s largest banks shows that 91 per cent of deferred loans have resumed repayments, with just 5 per

cent of deferred business loans and 13 per cent of deferred housing loans yet to resume repayments.

Home sales are expected to spike as first home buyers seek to get their purchases over the line before the HomeBuilder scheme

ends. This comes at a time when Sydney property prices have finally cracked their peak levels from 2017 and in which house

prices, home loans and clearance rates at auction have all registered new records in terms of month-to-month growth. First

home buyers have been very prominent in the market, spurred on by government incentives designed to help younger people

enter the market. The growth in early 2021 has been breaking records across the board: from home loans to house auctions,

saw graph lines steeple like never before.

The Australian economy is recovering from the pandemic and we expect this recovery to continue. We are also expecting further

progress towards the RBA's goals, although the journey back to full employment and inflation consistent with the target is likely to

be a long one. The RBA will maintain supportive monetary settings for as long as is required to achieve these goals. The full

recovery of the economy requires a further lift in business investment. Stronger investment will also boost our productivity and

provide a firm basis for stronger growth in nominal and real wages. Globally, higher levels of investment relative to savings are also

one of the keys to a return to more normal levels of interest rates over the medium term.

https://www.cnbc.com/select/pay-off-credit-card-debt-or-save-for-emergency-fund/

